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discuss such obvious documents of Blake's philosophy 
of mind as The Book o/Urizen and "The Mental Traveller." 

Thus while Hoagwood's reliance on two traditions 
do soffer valuabl insights, his historical contextualist 
perspective and the understand ing derived from it need 
to be seen in the context of oth r contexts-including 
not only oth r historical contexts but the rest of the 
poet's oeuvre and anachronistic contexts as well. Had 
Hoagwood taken more notice of this larger context of 
his historical contextual ism, his study could have gained 
considerable explanatory power without sacri fid ng any 
of its present virtues. Such an awareness of larger ho-
rizons might also have reduced some of the other ap-
parent problems inh rent in Hoagwood's book, which, 
some Blakeists might observe, is a rather priestly study 
of prophecy: a codifying, historicist study of a poet who 
scorned such devotion to g neralization and memory and 
apotheosized their contraries, the particular and the 
imagination. espit its shortcomings, however, Proph-
ecy and the Philosophy of Mind makes a definite contri-
bution to our understanding of Blake and Shelley, for 
in addition to numerous local insights, it gives us new 
understanding of the purposes of these two poets, and 
of th ways they attempted to realize these purposes. 

Rob rt N. ssick. The Works of William 
Blala! in the Huntington Collectioru: A Com-
plete Catalogue. San Marino: The unting .. 
to ibrary, Art Collections, otanical 
Ga ns, 1985. xviii + 256 pp. $20.00. 

· ew d by tl y, J . 

The untington Library and Art GaJlery has one of the 
gr at Blak coIl ctions in the world, including s venteen 
o his print d books (All Religions Are One, the "Exhi-
bition of Paintings in Fresco," and The French Revolu-
tion in th only copies known),l seventeen of about nine-
ty-six known lett rs, some of his grea est s ries of designs 
including those for Comus (8), Paradise Lost (12), "On 
the Morning of Christ's Nativity" (6), Visionary Heads 
(6), the Illuminated enesis Manuscript (12), color-
rints (3), and eighty .. two works with his commercial en-

gravings. Only five other collections have anything like 
su h BJ riches-the British Library and Museum, the 
ibr ry of ongr S5 plus th National Gallery, arvard, 

Yi 1, ndambridg University-and probably none of 
th se has be n s xtensiv ly described and exhibited as 
ha in he Iuntington. h re is of course a spe ial n ed 

for such exhibition and description of the Huntington 
collections, for they are not easily accessible to most 
Blake students, and they are never loaned to other insti-
tutions. To make up for this isolation, the Huntington is 
uniqUely beautiful and wonderfully gracious and ac-
~omt?0dating to students w~o d~ wend their way to the 
ImagInary barony of San M~lno In the avocado groves in 
the foothills of the mountat~s above Los Angeles. 

The Huntington I collectl~n of ~lakes has been re-
peat~dly and extens.ively descnbed, In. the catalogue of 
draWIngs and paintJngs by C. H. Colltns Baker (1938), 
revised and extended by. R. R. Wark (195 7, reprinted 
1969), and in the handItst of the enUr collection by 
R. N. ssick inlBlake .(1978). Theft: have been Hunting-
ton exhibitions fOCUSIng on Blake In 1936 (Paradise Lost 
drawings), 1940 (ibid.), 1953, 1965-66 (William Blake 
and his Cir Je), 197~-73 (the followers of William 
Blak ), 1974, 1978 (Prtnts by Blake), 1981-82 (prints by 
the Blake Followers), 1983, and 1984. The administra-
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tion of the Huntington has been splendidly generous 
in making known its Blake riches. 

One might well wonder what this new catalogue 
can offer which has not been available before, since the 
ground has been so frequently traversed. The answer is 
rather surprising. Most of the Huntington exhibitions 
and all the catalogues before Essick's were concerned al-
most exclusively with Blake's drawings and paintings. 
The scope of this work is, therefore, vastly greater than 
those of its predecessors. Further, even the graphic works 
are described in considerably greater detail than was 
heretofore available. The edition of Baker's catalogue re-
vised by Wark (1957) consists of only fifty-five pages, 
whereas the corresponding sections of Essick's work com-
prehend drawings and paintings (pp. 1-140), separate 
prints (pp. 193-204), works of questionable attribution 
(pp. 233-38), and portraits of Blake (pp. 239-40), and 
to what Baker and Wark surveyed Essick has added ex-
tensive sections on Blake's writings (pp. 141-91) and his 
commercial book illustrations (pp. 204- 31). 

The first great virtue of this admirable catalogue, 
then, is its comprehensiveness.2 For the first time we 
have an account of "all original Blake materials at the 
~untington" (p. xi), not just the drawings and paint-
lngs. 

The second great virtue of the new Huntington cat-
alogue is its method: "[It] is based on a new examination 
of them [Blake's works] and all relevant documents I 
have been able to locate. My major goal has been to pro-
vide scholars and students with basic facts about the 
physical properties of the works recorded" (p. xi). With 
a first-class scholar such as Essick working with the pri-
mary materials of his field, the results are bound to be 
impressive. 

With each drawing, he gives not only the physical 
details such as size and defects, but a meticulous and 
elaborate description, and usually a reproduction as well 
- there are fifty plates in all, inclu?ing all t~o~e for 
Comus, Paradise Lost, "On the MornIng of Chnst s Na-
tivity," and the Illuminated Genesis Manuscript. 3 Fur-
ther, there are careful comparisons with other versions of 
the same subjects, e.g., for the Paradise Lost designs. In 
future, critical accounts of these Huntington designs 
should begin with Essick's descriptions of them. 

An incidental advantage of the 1985 catalogue is 
that it is more up-to-date than its predecessors. Essick re-
ports that the Huntington copies of Innocence (I), Songs 
(N), and Visions (E) were dis bound in 1983 and 1984 
and that rare prints were acquired as late as August and 
December 1984 (pp. 146, 149, 163, 194, 203). 
. Most of the new profits from this cat~logue are f~r 

ltterary scholars, for the Huntington coples of Blake s 
writings and of books with his commercial engravings 
have only been described in detail previously in compre-
hensive bibliographies such as Keynes' great Bibliogra-
phy o/Wtfliam Blake (1921), the Keynes & Wolf Census 

(1953), and Blake Books (1977). One might have expect-
ed, or indeed hoped, that his predecessors had exhaust-
ed what is to be found in the Huntington books, but this 
is not the case. Though Essick builds confidently on the 
work of his predecessors, he has a good deal that is new 
to offer, and every copy has been described with a fresh 
eye. For instance, he reports (as no one else has) that the 
edges of All Religions Are One (A), No Natural Religion 
pI. a2, Song 0/ Los (E), and The Ghost of Abel (C) are 
deckled (pp. 143, 145, 165, 175), indicating that they 
were the original outside edges of the sheets from which 
they were cut, and he can even deduce from these facts 
that the All Religions Are One plates "are quarter pieces 
[cut] from a sheet approx. 75.6 x 54 em." (p. 143). He 
points out numerous small variants which Blake created 
in coloring his works in illuminated printing and which 
have not been remarked before. In Songs pI. 13- 14 ("The 
Little Boy lost [andFound]" in Innocence [I] and Songs 
[E]) the boy has been given a hat (pp. 146, 157), in pI. 
19 (the innocent "Holy Thursday" in Songs [E]) the man 
at bottom left has a book in his hands (p. 157), and in 
pI. 46 ("london" in Songs [N]) a serpent has been added 
in the bottom margin (p. 163). In Song of Los (E) pI. 8, 
the etched butterfly visible beside 11. 6- 8 in other cop-
ies is not apparent (p. 166), and in Milton (B) pI. 4 there 
are "Eight stars drawn in [the] sky with pen and ink" 
(p. 169). All these variants should be recorded in the 
standards bibliographies of Blake. Essick has advanced 
our knowledge very considerably with his original obser-
vation and careful recording of these minute details. 

Very occasionally the vagaries of institutional rec-
ords or of proofreading have had small unfortunate con-
sequences. Of the history of the Huntington's copy of 
Blake's great print of Chaucer's Canterbury Pilgrims he 
can say no more than that it "has been in the Library's 
collection for many years" (p. 202); in recording the vari-
ants in Blake's transcription of Genesis in his Illuminat-
ed Genesis Manuscript (pp. 112- 114) he corrects and 
supplements his predecessors very usefully but omits 
Blake's alteration in Genesis 2.4 of "the day that" to "the 
day when, " and he mistranscribes Blake's 3.16 "in sorrow 
shalt thou" as "in sorrow shalt though"; watermarks 
such as] WHATMAN are regularly recorded in large capi-
tals rather than in large and small capitals, thus creating 
unnecessary variants. But these eccentricities are very few 
and trifling. 

This is a scholarly work of considerable importance, 
constituting a real advance in knowledge, thorou~h, ac-
curate, intelligent, and illuminating. The HuntIngton 
Library and Art Gallery and the community of Blake stu-
dents are exceedingly fortunate that a scholar of Essick's 
eminence should have devoted himself to such an appar-
ently thankless task and produced a work of such re-
markable excellence. Semper honos nomenque tuum 
laudesque manebunt (Aeneid 1.607). 
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tThe most important works in illuminating printing not to be 
found there are the The Mam'age o/Heaven and Hell andJerusaiem. 

2No attempt is made to detail the Huntington's extensive hold-
ings of reprints, criticism, and scholarship concerning Blake nor to 
describe the related materials such as the bm for Blake's funeral or 
drawings and manuscripts of contemporaries like Flaxman, Fuseli, 
Stothard, and Palmer. 

~Thes reproductions are serviceable, but they are only in black~ 
and-white, and they are not so good as those in previous Huntington 
catalogues. A major catalogue d serves better plates than these. 
Doubtless the motive was to keep the price to the remarkably low 
Jevel of $20. 

Nelson Hilton and homas A. Vogler, eds. 
Unnam'd Forms: Blake and Textuality. 
erk ley: Unive sity of California ress, 

1986. xiii + 267 pp. 27 illus. $34.00. 

view d by an Miller 

That Blake criticism has ent red a transitional phase is 
now b yond doubt. We are wi nessing far-reaching, pos-
sibly tadi al hanges in th methods, concerns and pur-
poses of lake study. The motives for change stem, in 
part, from a realiza ion that the pr vious critical project, 
shap d larg Iy by Northrop rye, has attained its exegeti-
al goals and th reby rea h d its limit s. ut even more 

pow rfully, it is th body of linguistic and critical specu-
lation which has orne to be known as "literary theory" 
that has fore dar valuation and a redefinition of Blake 
criti ism. Augu ies of innovation abound, and the rhet-
ori of passag - "major shift," "paradigm change," 
Ito w di ensation" - grows somewhat too familiar, 
even to the a vocat s of change. But neither hyperbolic 
diction nor the fals starts and premature attempts that 
unavoi ably pI gue any new critical enterprise should 
obscure th ossibiliti s for substantial change. The 
transi ion is only barely und rway, and since all transi-
ions ar p dods of risk and uncertainty, the future of 
lak studies is still v ry mu h up in th air. But we are 

cl a Jy in transit, and the essays oIl ct d by Nelson Hil-
ton and homas A. Vogler in Unnam'd Forms serve ad .. 
mirably to regis r h new movement and xplore some 
of th terrain it opens. 

Ac ordin to its dust ja ket, the book "initiat s the 
ncount r of Blake studi s and contemporary literary .. 
rid al cone pts of {t x uality,'" and a blurb from 

W. J. . Mitch Jl ass rts, "It will s rve as the basic intro-
du i to th applica ion of advanced theory to Blake." 
Th s claims are ac ura nough and well warranted by 
th ssays within, but the undertaking of Unnam'd 
Forms i a tually much mor spe ifi and cons quen ia1. 

The subtitle "Blake and Textuality" might be translated 
"Blake and Derrida," for while Derrida is not the only 
contemporary theorist of language used to illuminate 
Blake (La an, Kristeva and Fo1;lca~lt also figure promi-
nently), his is the name most InsIstently and forcefully 
invoked. Most of the essays work to bring Blake and Der-
rid a into some sort of alignment, to discover some mode 
of rapprochement. Putti~~ it perhaps too bluntly, we see 
h re Blake, still the presId1ng pro1?het of Romanticism, 
and Derrida, now the tutelary genIUS of modern theory, 
put on the same stage and as~ed ~o define their common 
ground. Such a meeting was InevItable, however much it 
becomes here often a strange and, at times, strained en-
counter. But the venture itself is important. A coming-
to-terms between Derrida and Blake seems natural-
and urgent- in a way that a ~imilar confrontation of 
Blake and, saY,JHeidegger or NIetzsche does not. If ear-
Ii r criti s felt compelled to connect Blake and Hegel 
or mor r cen ly, Blake and Freud, the current agenda 
d~mands an encounter with De.rrida. It would be easy 
to dismiss thes arrang d meetings as critical fad and 
fashion, and su h dis~issals are all ~oo cenain and pre-
di tabl . But as the hte 'ty and phlloso hi landscape 
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